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Professor Michael Prestwich is a leading historian of medieval England, an outstanding 

servant of Durham University and an accomplished Alpine skier.   Characteristically, Michael 

derived interesting reflections from thinking historically about his university experience.   

While Pro-Vice-Chancellor in the 1990s he observed that the administration of the University 

was about the same size as that needed to govern the whole of the late medieval English 

state.   As for his skiing, he has always been masterly at circumventing obstacles, though his 

love of going downhill at speed has certainly not been true of his other commitments. 

 

Michael is the son of two Oxford historians, and married to another Oxford history graduate, 

Maggie, who herself undertook long service for the University and became senior tutor of 

Trevelyan College.  The Prestwichs came to Durham in 1979, after ten years at the 

University of St Andrews.  As Reader in History, Michael joined Richard Britnell and Robin 

Frame in a remarkably distinguished Durham generation of medieval historians.  It is in 

Durham that Michael has published most of the works which established him as a 

commanding scholar on the England of the Three Edwards, to use the title of his second 

book.  Michael has been prolific as well as influential, publishing 7 books and over 60 essays 

and articles.  Phrases from his titles give a flavour of his work.  Some are technical, yet with 

strangely familiar themes: taxation, exchange rates, monetary policies.  In contrast are such 

titles as ‘the wonderful life of the thirteenth century’, ‘the unreliability of household knights’, 

and ‘an everyday story of knightly folk’.  Michael has never allowed scholarship to get in the 

way of humour.  The scholarship is nevertheless formidable, extracting new understandings 

from difficult administrative records written in arcane languages and scripts.  He published 

large, authoritative volumes with Yale University Press: a biography of King Edward I, and a 

study of armies and warfare.  In a prime mark of scholarly distinction, he was then 

commissioned to write the volume on Plantagenet England in the New Oxford History of 

England, which will remain an essential resource for generations of scholars. 

  

Michael served his discipline on the council of the Royal Historical Society, and on 

successive History panels of the Research Assessment Exercise, unusually being asked to 

serve twice as chairman, in 1996 and 2002.   Within the University he was again twice in 

demand, as head of the Department of History.  In his first tenure, from 1986 to 1989, he 

helped steer the Department towards the more intensive research culture that in 2002 

placed it in the top 5* rank; in the second, from 2004 to 2007, he oversaw its renewal, with 
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the appointment of a cohort of younger scholars.  In between Michael was elected as one of 

three Pro-Vice-Chancellors.  For a then unusual period of seven years, he undertook tasks 

now shared among several PVCs and deans, including chairmanship of the research 

committee and oversight of the early development of Queen’s Campus - again taking a 

leading part in transformations within the university. He did so while writing a book and 

taking a 50% teaching load, conducting his classes in his PVC’s room in Old Shire Hall.  

Michael has been eminent not just in the historical study of leadership and administration, 

but also in its practice.   

 

For his services to scholarship, in 2010 Michael was granted the royal honour of an OBE 

from a successor of King Edward I.   It is amply fitting that this evening he is honoured by the 

University to which he has contributed so much for over 30 years, and to which he continues 

to contribute in his retirement. 

 

It is, therefore, my great pleasure to present Michael Prestwich to receive the Chancellor’s 

Medal. 
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